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In the name of Allah, the most beneficent, the most merciful

All praise and thanks belong to Allah SWT the most high, the most merciful. Blessings and

peace be upon the Prophet Muhammad S.A.W, his family, companions, and those who follow his

footsteps till the end of time.

Allah SWT described Jannah beautifully in several places in the Qur’an as the Ultimate

success for believers

During the month of Ramadan, one of the activities of Qur’an Buddies {A group of sisters

studying the deeper meaning of the Qur’an using the Tafseer} was to describe Jannah based

on the description of Jannah they learnt in the  Quran and the Tafseer of the Quran.

This compilation is to serve as a motivation and reminder to focus on the ultimate success

amidst the difficulties, trials, fitnah, and struggles of this Dunya.

I ask Allah to increase us in good deeds and grant us the highest level of Jannah. Kindly make

duas for all the sisters that were mentioned in this book and the entire ummah at large.

Barakah Bashir
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Jannah is a garden, with rivers flowing beneath

People of Jannah will be greeted by angels with words of

peace(Salam)

In Jannah is the abundance of goodness and from the goodness

is the river, whose water is whiter than milk and sweeter than

honey.

In Jannah, you will only have positive emotion: there will be no

hatred, anger, or upset of any kind.

Jannah is a Gardens of perpetual bliss, men and women will be admitted to, and many families will

reunite.

There will be plenty of food and drink, without any feelings of satiation or intoxication.

Jannah’s banks and tents are made of pearls and its flowing water are of the strongest musk

In  Jannah, there are birds whose necks are long like carrots and are very beautiful

Jannah’s ground is paved with musk and saffron.

Jannah’s roof is the throne of almighty Allah, the Most Merciful.

Jannah rocks are magnificent pearls and jewels.

Jannah’s buildings are made of bricks of glistening gold and silver

Jannah’s clothes are made of pure silk and gold.

And the people of Jannah shall abide in forever .......Jannah is everlasting

May Almighty Allah grant us all the highest level of paradise and make all the Qurans buddies

Neighbours in Jannah… Amin

Bilqees Oluwakemi….
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Jannah is the final destination of those that have taqwa. A

place that is beyond our imagination. A place that is free of

distress,

disasters, and agony.

Jannah consists of two gardens made of gold for the

Muqarribin, the best of believers, and two gardens made of

silver for Ashab Al-Yamin, the people on the right of Allah's

throne on the day of resurrection. The trees in these gardens have beautiful young branches that

produce varieties of fruits that have never been seen, nor heard of, and no heart has ever imagined

it.

Two springs flow through the garden, one of these springs is from the wine that gives happiness to

those who drink it. Allah (SWT) declares that the wine does not cause intoxication, headaches, and

no one will utter an abusive word like the drunken people in this life. The wine is described to be

delicious, fruitful, and beautiful. Also, plenty of meat will be provided as desired. The believers will

not urinate, relieve nature, spit or blow their noses. The couches will be lined with thick silk

embroidered with gold, the combs will be made of gold.

The first group of people that will enter Paradise will look like the moon when it is full, and the next

batch will be as radiant as the radiant star in the sky. Each one of them will marry two wives and the

wives will not envy each other and none will be unmarried in paradise.

Finally, no foul languages or abusive words in paradise, only the saying of salam. The description of

Jannah is astonishing. May Allah (SWT) grant us all Jannah (Ameen).

Azeezah..

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fmymodernmet.com%2Fwp%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2019%2F04%2Ffamous-gardens-around-the-world-5.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fmymodernmet.com%2Ffamous-gardens-around-the-world%2F&tbnid=S4bB5ZDGPaEmBM&vet=10CFkQMyjcAmoXChMIuLzf2anC8AIVAAAAAB0AAAAAEAQ..i&docid=x2YRKUYdmvMLoM&w=750&h=500&q=gardens%20in%20the%20world&hl=en-GB&client=firefox-b-d&ved=0CFkQMyjcAmoXChMIuLzf2anC8AIVAAAAAB0AAAAAEAQ
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When I think of jannah I think of being weightless. Of

free-floating through space and time. Not having any

worries and attachments. Like a happy balloon. I think of a

place where anything and everything is possible before the

snap of a finger. We have been told that before a thought

even crosses our mind of something we want, it’s already

there. How luxurious!?

I think of gardens, with fruits, trees, shapes, and colours

like that we have never seen before.

Of cool air cleaner than we've ever breathed before.

Of lounging by rivers whiter than we have ever seen. With giant pearls on their banks more beautiful

than we have ever seen. And the sweet scent of musk wafting around, more alluring than we have

ever sensed.

Of a place where loved ones are reunited and laughter would be the order of the day.

Of a place where everyone is dressed in silk and sat atop lush cushions while tended to by immortal

boys.

Of a place where we get to see our beloved prophet (s.a.w) and all those before him whose stories we

have only read about.

Of a place where we ultimately get to see the face of our creator, for those who work hard enough

for it in this world.

Of a place where want, sorrow, mistakes, disappointment, injustice, and envy seize to exist. If not as

distant memories of a life far away.

I think of a place where we can just be. Truly happy and free. Forever, and ever, and ever.......and

ever.

May Allah grant us Jannah Al Firdaus, keep us under His shade on the day of judgment and grant us

ease in our departure from this world when the time arrives.  Ameen.

Kamilah...
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In Jannah, the greeting is Salam Salam. There is no hatred,

envy or ill feelings, no backbiting or ill conversations. The

couch in Jannah is so lush and comfortable..As we are on the

couch we are sipping on the wine from Tasneem. Our skin will

be so glowy and dewy..( no acne or rashes..) even our sweat will

smell like musk.

Garden is usually used to accompany the description of

Jannah..so Jannah will be so beautiful with lovely fragranced

flowers, birds singing that will be like a lullaby. May Allah grant us Jannah and guide us to deeds that

will make us earn His pleasure.

kafayat...
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Jannah has been described as the lofty paradise where

we shall never hear harmful speech nor falsehood. We

shall not hear lies but only Salam.

A place where we will be free from SIN.

There will be running springs flowing freely from

beneath hills around mountains of musk.

In jannah, there will be lofty delightful couches, with

elevated ceilings which will be seated wide eyes beautiful maidens. Whenever a friend of Allah

wishes to sit on these thrones, they will lower themselves for him. Subhanallah.

There will be thrones beneath the canopy where the righteous will be gazing at their kingdom and

the good Allah has given them of good and bounties that will never end or perish. Also, the righteous

will be on this throne looking, looking at ALLAH the mighty and sublime, Allah Akbar.

Allah will make the wine of jannah have a pleasant aroma thus, it will be sealed with musk, an exalted

drink for the people of paradise.

This wine has been purified by Allah from causing headaches, stomach aches, and intoxication like

the wine of this life.

There will be immortal boys who will go round with jugs and cups and a glass of flowing wine serving

the righteous as if they were preserved pearls.

There will be various types of fruits and meat. Whatever we wish for we desire. May Allah make us

people of jannah.

The description of jannah is too beautiful to comprehend but the most important thing I look

forward to is seeing Allah the greatest.

May Allah guide us in our strive for jannah. May he allow our good deeds outweigh our bad deeds so

that we may be amongst the companions of the right hand. Ameen.

Fadilah...
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Jannah as described in the Quran is full of beauty over

beauty, the mind can't fully comprehend how amazing it is

until we experience it In sha Allah.

Jannah has been promised to true believers who lived their

lives worshiping Allah , treating others with kindness, paying

their zakat, and always seeking Allah's forgiveness

Jannah is a garden of pleasures

Where there is no evil talk, no gossiping, no jealousy, only good speech and Saying Salam Salam to

each other. Everybody will be young and beautiful.

Beautiful high couches which lower itself for people of jannah to sit. The food, wine and fruits of

jannah taste like nothing of this world. Beautiful maids available to serve you at your call.

Everything in jannah smells Beautiful even the sweat that comes out of our body will smell like musk.

Halima…
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Jannah Jannah Jannah

A place Allah has promised the believers, those who say my

salah, my sacrifice, my living, and my dying are for Allah alone,

the Lord of all that exists.

A place where a river with its bank is full doomed of hallowed

pearls and its water is whiter than milk, sweeter than honey

and its smell is the strongest of musk.

A place where our greetings will be one of comfort, salam salam salam. Where we would live with

peace and unity. No judging, no backbiting, no use of abusive words just salam.

The fact that we get to see the prophet SAW with his companions and other prophets is worth it

and also being able to see the face of Allah is everything. And he will be there pleading to Allah on

behalf of his ummah that entered the hellfire.

The thought of being in a place where nothing will hurt anymore, not having to struggle for anything,

no more tears, no more trials, just eating, drinking, and worshiping Allah alone gives me the strength

to keep striving in the path of Allah.

I pray for Jannah for myself, my family, my friends, my sisters from the Quran buddies, and to

everyone reading this. I pray Allah reunite you with your loved ones in Jannah.

Allahumma Ameen

Nasimah….
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Jannah! Jannah! Jannah!

This is a powerful word to me, Is a paradise that the Lord has

made for his own (the righteous one) after the day of

judgement where there won't be any negative vibes everyone

will be treated equally, eat, dine, and wine together.

Jannah is a beautiful garden filled with greenery and flowing

water. It's a garden of pleasure where every believing man and woman will dwell therein and It’s a

garden with a beautiful mansion under rivers flow, it’s a garden of everlasting bliss. Sometimes, I

keep thinking if truly there's really a beautiful abode called Jannah in the hereafter but Allah has

made it clear to us that "Surely the dwellers of the garden shall on that day be in an occupation

quite happy." "They and their wives shall be in shades, reclining on raised couches." "They shall have

fruits therein, and they shall have whatever they desire."

In his words, He said whoever believes, does righteous deeds, is not biased in any of his dealings and

has one faith shall enjoy everlasting paradise.

May Almighty Allah forgive all our sins, accept our act of ibadah and make Jannah a beautiful abode

for us. Amen

Shakirat...
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For we the righteous ones, Allah has given us the glad

tidings of Jannah, the gardens of pleasure, a garden of

protection, of satisfaction of food and drink. While in there

we shall not be hungry nor thirsty. We shall be reconciled

with our believing families. Al jannah is a place of peace,

ease and love. The delights of jannah are such that eyes

have never seen, ears have never heard and hearts have

never imagined.

Everything in there will be pure! We will all be happy and free of worries.

We shall be provided with various types of fruits and meats. And we shall pass cups of wine to one

another, we will sip this tasty wine free from intoxication.

We shall have beautiful servants, graceful in appearance, clean and neat.

Oh my Jannah in which myself, my family, and my friends will be reunited, where we will be given

gardens under which rivers flow, where we shall benefit from all the goodness of Al kawthar.

Ya Allah, please grant me and my family and friends Taqwa and place us in Gardens and delights on

the day of yaomal qiyamah. Ameen

Adebimpe….
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Jannah Jannah Jannat-al-Firdaus

Jannah is much more beautiful than the vacation we go and

dream of always in Dunya. The most beautiful places on earth

are nothing compared to Jannah, which gives me a constant

reminder that it's worth being a Jannah Hustler

In Jannah, everything is given to us for whom Allah is not for

whom we are. It is the real unlimited enjoyment as it has

been described in the Holy Quran and by the Prophet SAW. No worries about ticket fees or hotel

reservations. No jealousy nor pride nor bad vibes. We shall all have good vibes and be happy forever.

The Gardens and Rivers in Jannah are incomparable to whatever is on earth.

No worries whatsoever. No deaths, no loss, no debts, no wrinkles, no looking unfresh. We shall all be

fresh, beautiful, happy, young, and treated like Pearls.

May we all reunite in Jannah in sha Allah with our families and Loved ones Bi’ithnillah Amin

Olaitan...
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Jannah which is translated as Paradise is the ultimate goal of

every Muslim.

Paradise is precious and what awaits us as believers In Shaa

Allah is unimaginable and I will only describe what my mind can

comprehend.

Jannah, gardens in which rivers flow beneath it. Rivers of milk,

wine, and honey; clear and pure. There is a pure and delicious

drink from a spring which Allah SWT has prepared specially for

those who will be brought close to Him.

Jannah, gardens where there are all kinds of fruits and all that we can ever ask for. Gardens full of

orchards that are bordered by grapevines that provide fruit and drink that causes no waste from

our body nor intoxication. The special cups will be filled to the capacity and satisfaction of the

believers.

Jannah, a garden of eternal and total bliss filled with the greatest tranquility where there will be no

annoying speech, insult, falsehood, hatred, immorality, vain talk, backbiting, and all the bad

characters. It will only be greetings of PEACE!!!

In Jannah are beautiful maidens who have been reserved for the believing men as wives and the

believing women will live in peace without envy or jealousy as we will be adorned with the best

characters.

Jannah is a place where all believers will live forever. It is the eternal abode for the righteous

people where we will experience all sorts of pleasure and in high ranks of honor, beauty, and çomfort

looking my Allah, the Mighty and Majestic, our faces will be beaming with happiness and satisfaction

that will be visible to everyone. WE WILL BE LOOKING AT ALLAH (SWT)'S KINGDOM AND ITS

ENDLESS BOUNTIES. This is the highlight of the great pleasures

Olawunmi….
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When I think of Jannah I think Bliss. A place of complete

peace, where we shall have no fear, no shall we grieve. It's a

place of reunion, where all those we thought we lost in this

Dunya would be brought together again, and we would know that

the promise of our Lord was true. We'd remember when we

prayed so much for Jannah and Allah bestowed His favor upon

us and blessed us way beyond our imagination. Where we would

reunite with the prophets (alayhumussalatu wassalam), and we

would hear from them their stories. When asked what my

perfect weather is, I always say Jannah weather. Where you are never disturbed by extreme cold

nor extreme heat. Its weather so perfect it brings you ultimate comfort.

When I think of Jannah, I think of our homes made of lofty pearls, surrounded by gardens and

gushing rivers, where we could be neighbors with whomever we please. A place where our heart’s

desires come to pass even before we think about it. A place where no discomfort exists, neither

hunger nor thirst.

Jannah is a place of ultimate beauty. Where everyone reaches their most perfect state, and even

when you think you've achieved ultimate beauty, Allah still surprises us with increasing beauty as

time goes by. Nothing in Jannah stays the same. Nothing in Jannah gets old. Everything constantly

changes and amazes leaving us in awe and wonderment.

Its springs and rivers aren't like any kind. They would be made of exotic drinks of which no one has

tasted before. Its trees so vast and its fruits to our disposal. We would be reclined on couches,

drinking from vessels of silver and crystals so clear they would be breathtaking. Being served by

young boys so beautiful they would look like scattered pearls.

Jannah is a place where words are never sufficient to describe, a place that no matter how much we

hear about it, we'd still be floored when we are blessed to be of its inhabitants.

But the greatest gift of all, seeing the FACE of our Lord, dhuljalali wal ikram, of which, no beauty

and blessing and bliss in Jannah can compare to this. No enjoyment and no beauty in Jannah would

compare to the moment where our Lord lifts the veil and we get to see His face. Subhanallah! Glory

be to Him, who keeps giving, and Whose generosity knows no bounds.

May Allah bless us with the highest levels in Jannah and make us of those who He honors to see His

Face.

Subhanallahu Wahidul Qahhar.

Hauwa Lemu
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What I look forward to in Jannah….

I look forward to listening to Tafseer in Jannah. Like the real-life experience of exactly how things

happened. How Allah would teach us His Beautiful words. Imagine Yusuf(AS) sharing all His

experiences and Ibrahim (AS) and Khadeja (RA) and Asiyah(RA). Listening so attentively while

sipping wine and eating chicken..roasted chicken may be dipped in chocolate and smelling all musky

and nice.

Kafayat...

I look forward to meeting with almighty Allah, my Rabb ......

I love forward to meeting all the prophets and their companions

I look forward to all the delicious foods and drinks of Jannah

I look forward to being reunited with my family again especially my grandma n being my husband’s

beautiful bride again

I look forward to all the goodness of Jannah

Bilqees…

I love adventure and beautiful things. I have heard and seen some beautiful Creations of Allah

Al-Jabbar. And they are still incomparable to Jannah.

He told us in the Holy Quran that Dunya is Totally different and Akhira is much more beautiful.

The food of Jannah, the scents, the servants, the natural beautification of it. Seeing the face of My

Rabb, Prophet Mohammed (SAW), and listening to tales of the moonlight stories directly from him. I

look forward to the prophet reciting the holy Quran in his melodious voice and meeting all the

prophets Allah introduced to us in the Holy Quran and many more things. May Allah Al-Razak grant

us the gift of Jannah in sha Allah bikudratullah. Aamin

Olaitan….

I sincerely look forward to; GAZING AT ALLAH!!! Growing up, I used to have this different sort of

question trying to comprehend Allah's Majesty without answers until I came across a verse meaning

" Nobody's mind can comprehend Him". My hopes were raised when I came across another ayah

meaning " the greatest pleasure of the believers will be that the believers will see Him in Jannah " I

ask Allah SWT, the Most Merciful in His mercy to grant us all Jannah-tul firdaus.

Olawunmi...
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With the lovely descriptions of Jannah Allah has blessed us within the Quran. Here are a few things

I am looking forward to.

Firstly,  Seeing the Face of my lord which has been promised to the true believers in the Quran.

Meeting my beloved Prophet Muhammad SAW, how beautiful it would be chilling with Allah's

favorite. Can't even imagine how amazing this will be and also the other prophets.

Reuniting with my family, friends, and Quran buddies sisters In sha Allah and we all saying Salam to

each other, sharing hugs here and there and thanking our Lord for granting us Jannah and we

remembering how we dreamt of this day and talked about this meeting

Really looking forward to seeing Angel Jibril in his real form. His six hundred wings with pearls and

rubies falling from his wings. Going to be a beautiful sight. Ma sha Allah!

As a foodie that I am, really anticipating what the meat will taste like and the wine !!! Drinking as

much as you want without getting intoxicated or any side effects!!! Who wouldn't want that?

Can't wait to smell the beautiful musk too as the one in this world always chokes me. I Will be able

to enjoy the scent without choking as everything in Jannah is perfect.

Sitting on beautiful high couches which lower themselves for me to sit on whenever I desire to sit?

With an empty cup ready to be filled with wine whenever I wish.

Another sweet thing is getting this banging body I want without working out. Eba stomach

disappearing forever..

Ability to enjoy Kawthar (the river promised to Prophet Muhammad SAW) with my beloved Prophet

Muhammad SAW. A river whiter than milk and sweeter than honey.

Ya Allah grant us all the ability to enjoy these beautiful amazing goodness in Jannah. Let our meeting

with you be a beautiful one and save us from the torment of Hellfire. AMIN

Halima...
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Jazakumullah Khair for reading, I hope that this lifted your spirit, made you smile, and gave you

hope, I ask Allah to keep us steadfast upon Islam, make Jannah our ultimate Goal in this Dunya, and

reward us with Jannah in the Akhirah, Amin.. Kindly remember to put all the sisters mentioned in

this book in your Dua’s and please share a copy with your friends and Family...

PS: I don’t take any credit for any of the images in here as all are google sourced...

Assalamu Alaikum, Warahmatullah Wabarakatuh...
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